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 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHILOLOGY
 51/2, a metrical reality, contrasts with the rhetorical/semantic relation of arnd-
 veu0e to its object, vecv, at position 7 (the so-called "fourth-foot caesura"). It
 seems more fruitful to speak of a tension between metrical and rhetorical form
 than to imply that the rhetorical form somehow supplants the metrical form.
 After all, it is the metrical form in contrast to which the threefold semantic beat
 becomes manifest. Nevertheless, Kirk's entire discussion of the hexameter is
 suggestive and repays study, even though it relies more on the metaphorical
 language of assertion (e.g., "rising threefolders" are said to have "a more ur-
 gent, progressive or flowing effect") than on statistical evidence and close argu-
 mentation.
 One unhelpful feature of the Commentary is that Kirk has intentionally
 kept his references to the work of other scholars to a bare minimum, in order,
 he says, not to confuse and distract readers and to leave more space for his own
 views. (He is somewhat less strict in this respect when discussing the Catalogue
 of Ships than elsewhere.) He would have done far better to reduce his citation of
 the scholia- the work, after all, of other scholars- and to include up-to-date,
 brief bibliographies of major problems and arguments. It is noteworthy that of
 the scholars he does cite, most are British and very few are American, apart
 from the Parrys, G. M. Bolling, and C. Moulton. Kirk might, for example,
 more usefully have referred to L. Muellner than to Leaf on 1.91, and to M. N.
 Nagler than to S. West on 3.143. But neither of these scholars nor Nagy, Red-
 field, Segal, or Whitman is anywhere mentioned, and major continental Ho-
 merists, including Schadewaldt, Reinhardt, Kakridis, and Kullmann, are like-
 wise ignored. These scholars have made fundamental contributions to the study
 of the Iliad, and the value of a commentary that takes no account of their work
 is greatly reduced.
 All told, despite its undoubted strengths, Kirk's Commentary is in some
 ways less successful than either the out-dated edition of Leaf or Willcock's stu-
 dent edition in confronting the interpretive difficulties of the poem. It will ap-
 peal chiefly to historians and archaeologists who come to Homer for evidence
 relevant to their own work, but for philologists and students of literature it con-
 stitutes something of a missed opportunity. One hopes that future volumes in
 the series will make good its deficiencies.
 SETH L. SCHEIN
 UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT SANTA CRUZ
 HELENE P. FOLEY. Ritual Irony: Poetry and Sacrifice in Euripides. Ithaca and
 London, Cornell University Press, 1985. Pp. 285.
 By focusing on the representation of sacrificial ritual in Euripides' plays,
 this book addresses a topic of central importance for the understanding of Euri-
 pides and of tragedy in general. The importance of the topic derives from the
 formal and functional affinities between tragedy and ritual (clearly present
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 whether or not they hold the key to tragedy's origins) and from the prominence
 of sacrificial ritual in contemporary theories about one of tragedy's recurrent
 preoccupations, the nature of human culture. The topic is also of particular
 importance for Euripides because ritual practice incorporates the confronta-
 tion between religious mystery and ordinary experience that Euripides repeat-
 edly made problematic through his discordantly quotidian recreations of heroic
 myths.
 Foley's treatment begins with a long introductory chapter in which she
 outlines the characteristically Euripidean ambiguities that cluster around the
 motif of sacrifice, summarizes what is known about actual sacrificial practice in
 the classical period, and surveys modern theories about the role of sacrifice in
 society. This theoretical section involves a painstaking examination and classifi-
 cation of various accounts of how in sacrifice violence is transformed to perform
 a civilizing function, whether by defining members of a community and estab-
 lishing relations between men, gods, and animals (e.g., Vernant, Detienne) or
 by recreating primitive violence in a contained and obscured form (e.g., Meuli,
 Burkert, Girard). But at the end of it, Foley concludes that such theory can be
 used only selectively and cautiously by a literary critic treating fictional repre-
 sentations of sacrifice rather than the real thing. Foley's distancing of her pro-
 ject from cultural theory turns out to accord well with the plays themselves, for
 her subsequent analyses of specific depictions of ritual yield far more clarifica-
 tion of Euripides' artistic achievement than of his perspective on the issues
 raised by theorists of culture.
 The rest of the book comprises four long chapters, each analyzing a single
 late tragedy in which the death of one or more human beings is treated meta-
 phorically as a sacrificial ritual: the Iphigenia in Aulis, the Phoenissae, the
 Heracles, and the Bacchae. In each of these rich and insightful discussions,
 Foley makes a persuasive case for ritual as the arena in which the multiple issues
 raised by the play converge and are -to the extent possible -resolved. Particu-
 larly compelling is her persistent sense of how the actions in Euripides' dramas
 are charged with a self-consciously literary significance as part of the poet's on-
 going meditation on his role as a reteller of old stories. Thus the ritual actions
 that resolve immediate, essentially political crises in the lives of the characters
 are shown also to resolve poetic crises posed by Euripides' uneasy relation to past
 tradition as embodied in inherited myths. In the Iphigenia in Aulis and the
 Phoenissae, the voluntary self-sacrifices of Iphigenia and Menoeceus not only
 safeguard a faltering military venture, but also bring the plot of the play back
 in line with the traditional myth from which it was beginning to diverge. Simi-
 larly, those actions, like no others in those plays, partake of the glorious spirit of
 the past evoked in the choral odes, and so create a bridge between the plot and
 the lyrics that is simultaneously a bridge between a largely corrupt present and
 a heroic past.
 Thus one of Foley's main themes is Euripides' use of ritual as a way of
 accommodating traditional notions of heroism to the contemporary world of
 democratic Athens, a project on which she focuses in her discussion of the Hera-
 cles. There Theseus' institution of a new cult of Heracles in Athens to resolve
 the crisis occasioned by Heracles' horrifically misbegotten sacrifice allows for a
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 revision of the violent heroism and the aristocratic preeminence associated with
 Heracles in the epic and epinician traditions. Ritual thus emerges in the Hera-
 cles as a means by which human beings can formalize and come to terms with
 violent and bewilderingly unforeseeable experiences. That view also informs
 Foley's discussion of the Bacchae, in which she is almost exclusively concerned
 with the play's explicit demonstration that drama itself shares ritual's distanc-
 ing and ordering function.
 In her treatments of Iphigenia's and Menoeceus' voluntary sacrifices and
 of Theseus' incorporation of Heracles into Athenian religious life, Foley is able
 to show us Euripides finding moments of redemption even in a world seen
 through resolutely unsentimental eyes. Her focus on ritual thus allows her to
 play an essentially redemptive role as a critic. Her interpretations rescue Euri-
 pides from the charges that his plays are clumsily constructed, marred by a lack
 of connection between the actions and the lyrics, and blighted by cynicism.
 But Foley is also aware, as her title signals, that those redemptive mo-
 ments are highly tenuous, that ritual as Euripides presents it is always tainted by
 its links to violence, its service to morally questionable divinities, and its situa-
 tion in a corrupt world. Thus it becomes as difficult to associate Euripides with
 a stable conception of ritual's relation to society as it does to associate him with a
 coherent theology; it becomes impossible to assess Euripides' complicity in cul-
 ture's habit of masking its own originating violence as sacred ritual, as defined
 by the most challenging of Foley's theorists, Rene Girard. These plays are so
 constructed as to divide our attention between the horror of their contents-
 rituals which fail to circumvent the violent deaths of human beings as rituals
 properly should-and the success of their form- a type of artifice that turns
 violent death into something we confront without experiencing it directly. No-
 where is that division more unsettling than in the Bacchae, the play with which
 Foley concludes. In that discussion, she forbears from finding anything re-
 demptive in the outcome of the action, draws attention to the way the parallel
 with drama highlights the fictional element in ritual, and ends the book sug-
 gesting that the order Euripides found only in the linked realms of ritual and art
 remained always "in an uncertain relation to the realities of the contemporary
 world." Through Foley's sensitive and sophisticated readings, Euripides is illu-
 minated as a constructor of dramas that excel in integrating diverse and con-
 tending visions; but as a commentator on his culture and its religion, he re-
 mains as elusive and ambiguous as ever.
 SHEILA MURNAGHAN
 YALE UNIVERSITY
 INGOMAR WEILER. Der Sport bei den V6lkern der alten Welt: eine Einfuhrung.
 Darmstadt, 1981. Pp. 305. DM41.
 "If games are cultural factors and images, it follows that to a certain de-
 gree a civilization and its content may be characterized by its games." This no-
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